Ultrasonic calls of bank vole pups isolated and exposed to cold or to nest odor.
Bank vole pups produce ultrasounds when isolated from the nest, as other rodents do. The present study was intended to elucidate the possible interaction between the social stress of isolation from the mother and the physical stress of low ambient temperature during the nesting period. Although bank vole pups removed from nests and monitored at nest temperature vocalized at high frequency, the number and duration of signals increased at lower ambient temperature. In the tested voles it appears that exposure to cold was the most important stimulus of vocalization during the preweaning period. This effect can be enhanced by prolonged isolation from the mother, manifested as longer duration of calls. Moreover, vocalization was reduced not only by the odor from the home nest, but also by exposure to bedding of an alien lactating bank vole or even a lactating mouse fed the same diet. This suggests that the olfactory signals affecting the ultrasonic vocalization of bank vole pups probably are a mixture of volatile metabolites related to the physiological status and diet of rodent females. The reported experiments provide convincing evidence that the vocalization of bank vole pups is affected by isolation from the mother, by ambient temperature, and by olfactory signals released by lactating rodent females.